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The ITER-like wall project at JET involves the replacement of the divertor tiles by either tungsten-coated carbon fibre composite (CFC)

or solid tungsten. The background is a full replacement of CFC in order to avoid tritium retention due to co-deposition of carbon. In a

R&D phase (Ref.1), both tungsten coating and solid tungsten are investigated. Tungsten has a high electrical conductivity, exceeding

that of graphite or CFC by two orders of magnitude. This drawback has to be compensated by a proper design (Ref.2). 

This report shows how detailed electromagnetic consideration has influenced the design of the solid tungsten divertor for JET. Patterns

and sum values were calculated for: (1) eddy currents induced by variation of two orthogonal magnetic fields; (2) toroidal eddy current

induced by variation of the poloidal magnetic flux, (3) eddy-current related loads in three orthogonal magnetic fields; (4) Halo current

pattern for two cases; (5) Halo-current related loads in three orthogonal magnetic fields; (6) the worst loads combinations; (7) stresses

in fixtures. Analytical and numerical methods were combined and cross-checked.

The load-bearing septum replacement plate (LB-SRP) which is currently used in the JET divertor consists of two large CFC tiles

attached to two superimposed Inconel frames, namely wedge and adapter. The present design is quite loaded by eddy-currents and does

not allow for simple replacement of the CFC with solid tungsten. A tree-like shape, which excludes large contours of eddy currents, is

proposed.

In realization of the tree-like shape, the wedge has a narrow middle part, elongated in radial direction, and eight wings, elongated in

toroidal direction. Eight feet form the Halo current path. Each wing carries one tungsten lamellae stack. Each stack consists of 22 or 24

tungsten lamellae interleaved with insulated and non-insulated spacers. The insulated spacers cut the largest loops of eddy currents.

Non-insulated spacers have extrusions used for the tile attachment.

The tree-shaped design compensates the drawback of high electrical conductivity and becomes Halo-defined. This means that

eddy-current related loads become smaller than Halo-current related loads, which depend mostly on divertor height and thus cannot be

reduced much.

Further main design features justified by this study are: (1) equal widths of all tiles;

(2) fifth pair of wings; (3) multiple elastic attachment links; (4) avoidance of thick outer lamellae; (5) location of all feet on a span of

~58% of a gross toroidal size. 
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